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The Festival presents actor William DeMeo with the NJ Acting Award
“Honorary Achievement of the Arts in Acting Award” 2017
William DeMeo has been an entertainment industry professional for some time
now. He is known for being producer and writer, but also as an accomplished
actor.
William grew up in the Gravesend, Bensonhurst section of Brooklyn. He grew
up on West St. which he uses as the name of his film company, West Street
Productions. William's first movie was A Bronx Tale, where he was only
supposed to be an extra but wound up with a couple of lines.
ly on Home Video.
William went on to write, produce, co-direct and play a leading role in the
feature film Wannabes. He then went onto his next film, Searching for Bobby
D which he produced, co-wrote the screenplay with his director Paul
Borghese. He portrayed a young Carlo Gambino in Boss of Bosses and the
character Al Pacino in Analyze That. He was featured in Hackers, played a
role in the award-winning short, I Am Woody, and appeared numerous times
in the last three seasons of The Sopranos as one of Paulie Walnuts' crew
members, Jason Molinaro. Recently he played a supporting role in the
independent feature film “For Whom The Drum Beats.”William has some big
projects on the horizon. He will star as Sammy Gravano in “The Life and
Death of John Gotti” with John Travolta and the upcoming film “First Kill”
with Bruce Willis and Hayden Christensen. If you have not seen his film
“Back in the Day” make sure you check it out on Netflix.

S. Kramer Herzog with the Filmmaker Award
~ Director, Writer and Executive Producer
A fourth generation Marinite whose pioneer family settled in San Rafael in
1868, S. Kramer Herzog is a videographer with his own production company
specializing in documentaries. In addition to a long history of community
service spanning board leadership in recovery treatment and cultural
organizations and his work in community theatre, Herzog has received
multiple awards for his documentary films which include Eye of the Storm –
about life within and beyond the walls of San Quentin State Prison, For the
Kids of Paarl, and I Remember Mo-Me. His Lost Art of IPU film had been run
on a weekly basis for six years at the Hilo Palace Theater in Hawaii.
“Sparkplug Cowboys” has a special place in Kramer’s heart and has been in
his head for the last 20 years.

The 2017 Charity group for the festival is Root to Rise.
Root to Rise is an organization created to help fight addiction. Our belief is
that consistent physical, mental activity and learning how to lead a healthy
lifestyle, while being embraced by a strong community of like-minded
individuals, can help prevent relapse for those in recovery. Having a place to
go to we believe this will be especially helpful for those who are fresh out of
rehab, as we work together to provide them with the tools to embrace a healthy
lifestyle, and a strong support system.
We have been so blessed to have so many amazing people who support us in
our mission of breaking the stigma of addiction, and by helping addicts to
overcome life’s challenges through physical and mental activity. If you don’t
think addiction affects you, think again. I promise you that if you are not
yourself an addict, then you definitely at least know one..
Visit the site for more information:

http://roottorisenj.com/
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Saturday, May 20th
Jersey Shore Arts Center/Old Neptune High School (66 S. Main St.,
Ocean Grove, NJ)
1:15pm-3:10pm Student Set 1
Tiny (2:03) dir Griffin Nagel, Matt King, Goodspeed Ko, Adrian Gibbons
Sometimes you need a little helper.
Hindsight (4:28) dir Sean Cuddihy
Hindsight is 20/20.
Sonder (3:40) dir Alix Knice, Ayo Oladeji, Sean Doyle, Liam Honan
A teen's struggle with her self worth.
When Randy was Here (5:27) dir Sage Levine, Charlotte Larish, Lisa
Merola, Lexi Brizzi, Stephanie Tregillies
A young woman must come to terms with the loss of her friend.
Good Cop, Sad Cop (6:53) dir Jackson Healey
A detective returns to work for the first time since getting into a big argument
with his girlfriend.
Lovelorn (6:25) dir Jackson Healey
A young man falls for a girl.
Sock Monster (4:18) dir Vic Pater, Courtney Voehl, Olivia Parauda
Socks meet science
Special Delivery (1:32) dir Dominic Goodie
Picking up your mail should never be a hassle
Prom? (3:10) dir Brett Boon
Inspired by true events, "Prom?" tells the story of two girls who have to
choose to keep their pride or give in (in order to go to the prom together).
The Mistake (3:24) dir Cameron Spector
A kid finds something at his door that makes things disappear.
Extra 1104 - The Story of the Rockport Train Wreck (21:05) dir John
General. Steaming fifty people to death, the train wreck of Extra 1104 in 1925
stands today as one of the most disastrous train wrecks in New Jersey.
Extra Cheese Please (15:16) dir Teresa Dabback
Control freak Annie throws her sassy foreign exchange student a surprise
birthday party.
Silent Composition (3:58) dir Dane Brinkmeier
Love inspires art
Drivers Ed (14:34) dir Chase Norman
A shy, overweight young woman leaves the safety of her home for an

unwelcoming high school classroom.
Burnt Ashes (22:31) dir Avery Cohen
An aimless 19 year old has his outlook on life altered after meeting a young
man who starts to show him a different side of things.
3:25-5:38 Student Set 2
The Post (2:00) dir Summer Sutton
Experimenting with character arc, the post that holds up the building has the
lead role, but the arc is experienced by those who interact with it.
These Two People (5:05) dir Madie Stine Thanks to the stars up above, these
two people fell in love!
The Candidates (8:07) dir Christopher Fernando
Two laid off co-workers reluctantly accompany each other to the same job
interview.
Chicken Francese (2:46) dir Katy Briber
A short drama about a cooking event!
Checkmate (4:02) dir Joe Lloyd, John DeSousa
A scientist with questionable ethics must face the consequences when his latest
project comes home to roost.
Exit Stage Left (7:45) dir Raul Andres Hernandez
A college dropout with dreams of becoming an actress faces an old rival bent
on taking her down.
Church (12:51) dir Stephen Bodossian
Pretending to be a Catholic, Alan, a Jewish germaphobe, attends mass to
appease his girlfriend's parents.
Foreign Sounds (8:34) dir Eric Shahinian
A young couple, who have just moved in together, has their relationship tested
when they take opposing stances in response to the sounds of their neighbor's
domestic dispute.
Hi, My Name Is (11:40) dir Tiara Montgomery
A paid catfish must finally reveal her identity after she is confronted by a
persistent matchmaker who threatens to report her for fraud.
Hound House (15:56) dir Samuel Vargas
Set in a post-apocalyptic dystopia, 'Hound House' centers around Hazel, an exstreet fighter who tries to rescue his younger brother from an underground
fight club he once belonged to.
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The Mourning After (9:35) dir Michelle Martinez
A college procrastinator struggles to finish her work after the sudden death of
her one-night-stand partner.
No Joke (17:10) dir Joe Youorski
As graduation draws closer, a college student finds herself torn between a
stable job and her passion: being a clown.
Last Man Standing (5:46) dir Debbie Higgins, Joe Nicastro
Two hitman face off to see who will be the Last Man Standing
Hell-Bent (25:41) dir Foster Vernon/Michael is a writer for Brimstone
Magazine. A promotional opportunity comes up and Michael sees this as a
way to prove himself as a top writer.

601 BANGS AVENUE
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SUNDAY, May 21st
Porta (911 Kingsley Street, Asbury Park, NJ)
11:00am-12:41pm
Bubble Yum (2:59) dir Cassie Grawe
Ava is a mischievous little girl who steals a piece of Magic Bubble Yum from
a magician and is whisked on an air borne journey which leads to thunderous
consequences.
Graffiti Woman & Sensitive Sherman (1:11) dir Pat Kaz
Cartoon Of Super Hero Graffiti Woman helping the young Sensitive Sherman
Crisis (0:48) dir Marc Dickerson
A man has a crisis while waiting in line.
Equipoise (3:00) dir Gung-Kai Koo
The spirit of the film is how they positivity, and negativity work together to
reach the harmony and balance to react to stimulation, instead of judging the
dominance or tendency of the two forces.
Another Day in Paradise (2:26) dir Bello Propello (Switzerland)
Plants are growing in paradise; one of them nicer, more beautiful and taller
than all the other and provoke a disciplinary action. Against all odds has
consequences even in paradise.
Pirouette (2:07) dir Zige Zhang (China)
A story of a woman in shadow who tries to find her true reflection in a
mysterious hall of mirrors. As she dances, within the maze of mirrors, she
catches glimpses of her full colored portrait in the mirrors, but still sees her
real self as a silhouette.
Notorious Corn (1:15) dir Mallory Grolleau (France)
It's the story of a small grain of corn that dreamed about glory. He's going to
succeed ... Unfortunately ...
You Got a Problem… (8:26) dir Charles Mandracchia
Uncle Louie and his Italian-American Paisanos solve a problem that the Pizza

Man is having with a bunch of kids from a Brooklyn neighborhood. You got a
problem, no problem...just call Uncle Louie. He'll take care of it! No Problem!
Gemma (5:13) dir Cristopher Stauffer
A restless night for two sisters prompts a bedtime tale involving Gemma, an
other-worldly being whose crash landing and discovery on Earth changes a
family forever.
The Kid and the Hitman (4:50) dir Melinda Darlington-Bach
A mysterious meeting in a darkened movie theatre leads to an unusual,
unexpected relationship.
Witt and the Magic Spirits (16:19) dir Daniel Klimek
While struggling to be an actor in New York city, Witt is visited from three
unexpected visitors who claim to be spirits from another world.
Sharks vs. Minnows (12:37) dir Gene Gallagher, Laura Shapanus
A mother is determined to protect her son, who has Aspergers, from being
excluded.
Unfamiliar Ground (9:56) dir Shelly Russell
A silent girl's discovery of a mysterious boot incites friction.
Tuned In (13:10) dir Matthew Marshall (Canada)
Emma, a teenager who disobeys dinner table rules of her parents by having her
cell phone at the table gets grounded until she learns to get priorities straight
and learn the value of relationships.
The Road to Fatherhood (8:56) dir Justin Pigeon, Steven Good
A man goes on a journey to become a better father and loses his best friend in
the process.
Masquerade (8:25) Jessica Batista
A mother copes with a familiar disappointment while her youngest daughter
learns about the harsh realities of being a single parent.
12:54-2:50
Happy Birthday Kevin (1:11) dir John Psathas
At 15, Kevin risks it all for a shot at greatness.
Sponsor A Filmmaker (2:30) dir Robert Filion
Film making is an expensive business, even indie film making. Won't you
consider giving your money to a worthy, or not so worthy, artist? Our
celebrity, Vanelle, walks you through the sponsoring process.
Let Me Holla At Ya (2:28) dir Kareem Kamahl Taylor
The tale of a beautiful young woman who scrambles to escape capture by a
monster that's hot on her heels. And he's motivated.

716 Cookman Ave
Asbury Park, NJ
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Mr. Right (4:00) dir Hamza Zaman
Quirky comedy where a talented boy approaches a girl on the streets of New
York.
487 in Progress (3:22) dir Kurt Uy
A routine attempted burglary? Breaking in a new hire? Detective Gerald's
night couldn't get any worse, could it?
Deliver Us! (6:46) dir Taylor Allen, Drew Chiminec
Will & Theo try to enjoy a relaxing night, but are interrupted by some nonstop deliveries...or so it seems.
Sneezy G (7:56) dir Chelsea London Lloyd
She's hollerin' ACHOO.
Prick (8:07) dir Lisanne Sartor
When a burglar gets stuck in a closet during a robbery, he finds out way more
about himself than he wants to know and even more about the couple he’s
robbing than they know themselves.
Texting My Ex (9:24) dir Lawrence Le
You break up, you miss them, you text... but what if it actually worked?
Tea Man, Steep! (10:32) dir Eliaz Rodriguez
Tea Man sets out to prove to his coffee and wine connoisseur friends that
drinking tea has a relevance of its own.
Diet TaB Presents: American Splenda (11:22) dir Eric Hackler
A group of bumbling robbers target the classic nuclear family
East of Hollywood (28:04) dir Chris Caccioppoli
Ken Chang is ready for the American dream. The only trouble is that he's just
too American.
Capital Advice (23:45) dir Jim Mauro
DJ Gwen takes over the Delaware airwaves every night from 12-5am. When a
lowly caller inspires her to deliver some offhanded advice on air, she believes
that she has found her on air purpose. But when that advice gets taken literally,
her world (and entire radio station) get turned upside down.

522 Cookman Ave,
Asbury Park, NJ
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3:10-5:10 New Jersey Horror
Keep It in the Dark (12:17) dir Herb Cremer
Cat, a teenage girl with a dangerously inquisitive mind, is told of a hometown
legend. Her curiosity leads her to the site of the legend; a mysterious shed
isolated deep in the woods. A shed that may or may not be the home of the
Jersey Devil.
Until the End (6:30) dir Larry Rosen
Jessica, Claire and Annie have come together to hide from a zombie
apocalypse taking place outside. As the three girls begin to clash and lose
hope, their supplies run low and their minds wander. This non-linear journey
of survival and friendship on the brink of the end, see how far people can go

before they can't go on.
Forgotten (2:48) dir Carina Acosta
Echoes from a distance summons Emily. Her friend leading her to a horrific
discovery, one that Emily may not be prepared to face.
Terminal Legacy: Lost Souls (21:12) dir Kazy Tauginas
Tracy Kovalsky's search for her missing cousin unearths a dangerous
conspiracy.
Revenge is Best Served (10:28) dir Larry Rosen
Alessia enlists the help of her best friend Sasha to abduct her cheating
boyfriend Marcus. She plans to play mind games with him until he admits to
her what he has done.
Let's Play Dead Girl (23:49) dir Christian A. Morán
Inspired by a true event, a cautionary tale about two best friends, Josephine
and Juda, who create a website revolving around Alto, a mystical being living
in their imagination.
Beyond the Doors (7:11) dir Brent Murray
A young man's obsession with finding the perfect cuckoo clock will cost him
much more than he thinks. Based on a short story by Philip K. Dick.
The Cabinet in the Woods (17:30) dir Andrew Schwarz
A man searching for his lost dog in the woods stumbles upon something very
bizarre.
Defarious (10:51) dir Chase Michael Pallante
A young woman is tormented by her nightmares and they are beginning to
manifest so strongly she becomes disillusioned between the world of her
imagination and what is truly reality. An inspiration from childhood fears, this
80's tone short horror film brings back the old feel and the new sound of what
scares you the most.
Evil Rising (9:13) dir Savion Smith
A young woman with disturbing dreams suddenly finds herself thrust into her
nightmares. Struggling for her sanity and her life, she must overcome the
demons inside her to break free and save the souls of those who remain to be
alive.....but can she also manage to save herself?
5:20-7:32
The Last Abduction (7:30) dir Frank Perrotto
When Woods Ulmann becomes convinced that he's been visited by
extraterrestrial beings, his marriage, mental health, and career begin to
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fall apart. Due to the psychological damage stemming from the experiences,
Woods obsessively attempts to capture 'proof' that these terrifying events have
actually happened.
Steps (13:34) dir Mark Serao
Julie feels helpless and lost when someone close to her dies, magnifying the
burden of helplessness when tragedy strikes this part of her life.
Wait for Me (14:33) dir Julius B. Kelly
Caleb is a struggling musician unaware of what path to take in life, until he
meets Mary.
Horseshoe Theory (12:00) dir Jonathan Daniel Brown
A weapons deal between a white supremacist and a member of the Islamic
State blossoms into more.
Helping Hands (15:40) dir Mike Jacobson
An aspiring filmmaker learns the value of being a production assistant on a
professional movie set.
Fickle Bickle (10:45) dir Stephen Ward
When a plumber is left alone in a magnificent Upper West Side mansion after
the forgetful owner goes on vacation, he takes the opportunity to renew the
acquaintance of his high school crush, knowing she's always been a 'golddigger'
The Other Side of Love (15:55) dir Tyrell Jason
When Winnie's boyfriend cancels on their anniversary to visit his friends, she
decides to go out alone. She ends up finding reasons to question her
relationship all together.
Spark (19:51) dir Daniel Merlin Miller, Christopher Orangeo, Michelle Elise
Harding
Wayne, an award-winning author, tries to rekindle the inspiration for writing
he once had prior to a series of tragic events which crushed him.
The Road to Jericho (24:31) dir Chloe Carroll
Twenty-nine year old struggling screenwriter Carter Morris, finally gets the
opportunity to pitch to a Hollywood executive when he learns that producer
Buddy Paxton is flying into Philadelphia – tonight.

AWAKENED MIND COUNSELING
BRIAN KOPACK MA LPC NCC

Individuals, couples, family and addiction counseling.
Call for an appointment:

732-861-8021

Showroom (707 Cookman Avenue, Asbury Park, NJ)
Theater 1
10:40-11:58 Foreign
The Enigma Duel (2:16) dir Tomas Gold (United Kingdom)
In a dystopian society, cruelty takes an unusual form.
A Magician (3:20) dir Max Blustin (United Kingdom) After witnessing a man
behave violently towards his girlfriend, someone decides to intervene.
Croissant (6:29) dir Marius Conrotto Diaz (Spain)
Two strangers in the same bed The best way to start a new relationship begins

with the breakfast.
Spoof (8:59) dir Tony King, Amy Elizabeth King, Dawn Ellis (United
Kingdom)
One brief moment, One chance encounter, one game. A Film of hope and
Love
Refuge (7:03) dir Justin Chaloner (United Kingdom)
Great Britain is in the midst of civil war. Journalist Thomas has chosen his
side and denounced the government's actions against their own people. As
approaching forces close in, Thomas must choose: stay and fight for what he
believes in or flee with his family.
Minotauress (8:10) dir Diana Galimzyanova (Finland)
The ancient story of the minotaur told from the point of view of the female
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minotaur.
A Couple (3:00) dir David Steiner (France)
Three minutes in the life of a couple.
Qualia (20:30) dir Marnix Bloemberg (Netherlands) A quiet guy needs to
overcome his shortcomings when a new girl enters his quiet life.
Date Night (11:53) dir Ross Carey (Ireland)
A woman gets herself all dressed up for a big first date. However, far more lies
ahead than could be expected.
Ella (8:07) dir Damien Madden (Ireland)
Fly on the wall look at a family with a severely disabled child and the
relationship they all have with one another
12:13-1:49 Some Documentaries and Comedies
By Spoon! The Jay Meisel Story (32:18) dir Anthony Desiato
Bombastic, cranky, and irreverent, Jay Meisel operated a booth at New York's
Empire State Flea Market for almost four decades.
The World of Dennis Patton (17:29) dir S. Kramer Herzog
After 30 years of driving by a 30-foot sculpture of "Sir Francis Drake" on the
Marin County bay in northern California, mutli-award winning film maker S.
Kramer Herzog decided to find out who was the mystery artist with "out-ofthis-world talent". Question asked and answered, a gem was found, one year
in the film making!
In The Name of Comedy (18:30) dir Jon Hart
A frustrated comedian makes a viral video, but it winds up being his worst
nightmare.

531 Cookman Ave
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
732-455-3808

The Wedding Ceremony (11:36) dir Nick Shanman
A bride and groom on the way to their wedding soon discover previously
untold secrets about one another that put their entire relationship in question.
Need Change (17:08) dir Rob Waters
There's nothing like delivering pizzas to make you reevaluate the choices
you've made in your life.
2:05-3:34
Hotel (29:00) dir Mark Clauburg
When Benjamin’s boss at Arkema Corp. sends him to present the annual report
at the company’s national conference, not all goes as planned.
Charley V (29:10) dir Jeffrey Sutton
Charley, an independent filmmaker has the overambitious idea of making a
short film abridged version of Shakespeare's Henry V. Funding is limited, the
cast is small and many things could go wrong... and they do. Only hope and an
inspiring speech can pull them through.
Reality Disorder (30:48) dir Gerard Bianco, Jr.
Nikki and Gerard, two struggling independent producers in New York City,
are desperate for a hit series. After a promising meeting with a network, they
set off to make a reality show with Gerard's rich playboy
cousin.
3:50-5:47
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Veneration (30:00) dir Frank Lisi
A series of horrific murders have the police on the trail of their only suspect, a
holy man. Can they stop the forces of evil before all hell breaks loose?
Sticks (17:15) dir Mark J. Parker
Four college students reunite on a summer night at a house in the woods. As
they tell scary stories around the campfire, the line between imagination and
reality blurs, and they get the feeling they may not be alone on the property.
Addicted (16:16) dir Lance Reha
When we meet the man simply known as 'Black', we quickly learn of his
struggle against the addiction that's controlling his life. But after losing faith in
others to understand his problem, he slowly begins to unravel, showing
glimpses of his old ways.
The Crowns of Serendip (27:20) dir Robert E. Proto
Phil, a well-meaning but apprehensive college drop out, decides to hold up a
local bodega. During the anxious robbery he crosses paths with a broken down

student named Dakota, who is there for the same exact reason...
Break In At Sam Palmer’s House (15:22) dir Shiva Ramanathan
Have you ever asked yourself what your life is worth? These are the last words
that echo through Sam Palmer’s mind as a drifter mocks his life and brutally
murders him.
The Vanity (12:51) dir Ben Myers
When an artist receives an antique vanity from her husband, she becomes
obsessed with her appearance and possessed by the former owner.
6:05-7:26
The Hobbyist (8:37) dir George Vatistas
A short neo-noire thriller centered around a mysterious druggist visited by
Sangstrom, a seemingly ordinary man in search of an undetectable poison. Yet,
Sangstrom winds up getting more than he bargained for from the sagacious
alchemist.
The Hit at 1700 (8:18) dir Shelly Russell
Alpha, an agent with a past, prepares and executes a critical mission.
Addle Strife (10:00) dir Karl Ryan Erikson
Their war will define them.
Adrift (22:44) dir Juan Pedro D. Salazar, Francisco Salazar
On her way home from College, a young girl meets a hitchhiker who changes
her life.
The Broken Places (5:32) dir Andrew Ritchie (Canada)
Five years after most of humanity has died out to an infectious disease, a
young woman tries to survive in an unforgiving world.
Coming to Terms (12:07) dir David Bertran (Spain)
Having to face the death of their father, Eddie and Sally try to do their best in
understanding the concept of death. At their tender age of 8 and 10, they fully
rely on their religious father’s teachings.
Wrestling with Integrity (13:52) dir Jon Busch
A failing poet receives a strange and lucrative job offer. But he must decide if
he's willing to compromise his 'art' in order to make a living.
Showroom (707 Cookman Avenue, Asbury Park, NJ)
Theater 2
10:30-12:29
Her Name was Samantha (3:11) dir Erick Kaslov
A young girl returns from the grave to get revenge on the man that killed her
Pew Pew (8:00) dir Benjamin Strickland
A young, imaginative girl finds that the love of her family is enough to
overcome the greatest of dangers.
Blue Skies (8:30) dir Hamza Zaman
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508 Cookman Ave
Asbury Park, NJ
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Focusing on the art and architecture of cuisine
our scratch made approach echoes the deliberations
of artisans and innovators. Come join us in Asbury
Park.

House Broken (16:10) dir Beth Siptalny
A married couple's difficulty potty training their reluctant 4-year-old puts a
strain on their marriage... and their social lives.
Standing Eight (23:00) dir Brian Kazmarck
After being diagnosed with systemic lupus and forced to retire, a professional
boxer must contend with his life outside of the ring.
Fortress (14:04) dir Amir Arison
'Fortress' tells the story of April and Kalev who meet at an Italian restaurant
after agreeing to go on their first on-line date. Is this unlikely match destined
for disaster, or is something bigger at play?
Cul-De-Sac (15:00) dir Damon Russell
Parents living at the end of a quiet Cul-De-Sac discover a listening device
inside their son's teddy bear
Isolated Incident (12:00) dir Daniel S.W. Park
A grieving NYPD officer takes out his frustrations on a mixed-race couple
Pasquale's Magic Veal (21:29) dir D.J. Higgins
A DARK COMEDY about a "magic piece of veal" that forces all who eat it to
speak the TRUTH. # A Sopranos reunion that is anything but Sopranos.

Two friends come to an impasse in their relationship. When you cannot let go
of the past... it may take you down with it.
Last Call (8:41) dir Larry Rosen
Jordan is trying to get through her day to party with her roommates. But her
plans are derailed when she finds out some life-altering news.
Tales of Creation (14:48) dir Bob DeNatale
After being blinded in a Particle Collider Accident, Helen begins to experience
intense religious visions. Is she being called on a mission from God or going
crazy? Or something else entirely?
The Bright Side (16:00) dir Eric H. Alexander
Three unsuspecting people arrive in a Heaven-like place and are forced to
admit their guilt in order to 'pass on.'
Licentious (11:08) dir Daryl Denner
When her husband is away for work, Valerie becomes promiscuous and
searches the night for lust. What will she find.
Attempt to Rise (19:21) dir John D. Hay
On the eve of the sale of his childhood home, Nick Bryan is alone and still
grieving the loss of this brother. His silence is interrupted when a free-spirited
stranger arrives and provides him an opportunity to find peace within his pain.
If Only for a Moment (19:29) dir Larry Rosen
Once in a while when caught off guard, love and life can take us on a rapid
whirlwind of experiences and emotion forever changing the outcome and paths
of who we are and will become.
Narrow & Wide (10:00) dir Brian Parks
Two bumbling detectives, one bright, the other light, attempt to solve the case
of a missing watch.
12:52- 2:29
Solid Form (1:00) dir James Jenkins
earth - air + water + force / rotation x fire = solid form This is the formula of
ceramics artist Kelli Cain's creative work. We wanted to showcase Kelli's
process through a meditative stream-of-consciousness.
Tales: A Cautionary Story about Heroin Addiction (17:17) dir Theresa
DeSalvio/ Through allegorical imagery and straightforward narration, this tale
chronicles Pinocchio's addiction to heroin and its consequences on his life.
Black Cloud (5:02) dir Derek Sitter
A short crime drama of a man's struggle to end his depression.
Laundry (5:21) dir Ryan Hartley
A young couple find out they are expecting while doing their Sunday chore.
Dust (6:34) dir Leah Gallegos
An Earthly Man living in the jungle inadvertently creates a beautiful sea
women by the 'dust' from his hair. When he meets her, all logic is lost when he
is lured into the ocean by her beauty which becomes the demise of his
existence.

Something Like Love (4:24) dir Larry Rosen A couple are being interviewed
about their relationship. They both claim how perfect of a fairy tale their
relationship is, but they are ignoring the real underlying issues the have.
Human (3:30) dir Nathan T. Ryan
A mysterious event occurs worldwide.
The Truth, a Short, Short Film (2:00) dir Barbara Holstein
In this two minute film we learn about the problems and frustration a girl feels
on her birthday. How can her family not understand what is important to her?
How can she go on if she has to move? How can they keep secrets from her?
Love and Pain (2:00) dir Larry Rosen
An exploration of how good times can go bad quickly without expectation. A
woman takes a journey that goes from Love to Pain in an instant.
Second Escape (7:55) dir Larry Rosen
Sophie has just escaped from the asylum to show up at her boyfriend, Alex's
doorstep. The only thing more shocking then why she escaped, is why she was
in there in the first place.
It Gets Better? (11:15) dir Stephen Riscica
An older gay man is inspired to record a testimonial after watching a bisexual
teenager's video, assuring him that 'It Gets Better.'
Afraid of The Night (10:00) dir Larry Rosen
A woman lives in the middle of nowhere. She goes through her daily routine.
At night, she feels like she is not alone. In the morning, she

dark secret.
The Man in the Room (17:18) dir Eric J. Carlson
Tracy checks in on her brother-in-law suffering from alzheimer’s because she
questions the care he is being given. She is shocked when she realizes Bev, his
wife, is actually preparing dinner for a date with her boyfriend downstairs
while her husband sits upstairs oblivious.
Twice Upon a Time (13:45) dir Paul Borghese
After five years, WTC widow Isabel is still mourning her husband's death.
Since the loss she's consumed herself with her career and raising their son Eric
Jr. but children grow up and now Eric Jr. is off to college leaving Isabel an
empty nester.
By Blood (14:11) dir Debra Markowitz
On the night of his wife's burial, Vincent shares with his brother, Jimmy,
information that will change their lives and their relationship, forever. By
Blood is sexy, dark thriller will keep you on the edge of your seat.
If You Go I Go (14:03) dir Michael Berg
When a divorcée is forced to move in with his depressive friend, life comes
crashing down when both men have to contend with the other's idea of a
healthy relationship.
Window Dressing (20:17) dir Stephen Girouard
There are things in life that truly matter. And there are things in life that truly
don't matter. And then there is all that grey area in between.

finds photos of her sleeping on her camera.
Falling in Love: A Coming of Age Selfie Film (14:24) dir Barbara Becker
Holstein-A young teen videos 'someone' on her phone, the 'you' who has
comforted her during her first year in a new location. In these conversations
the girl shares her loneliness at moving and losing her best friend, her
beginning friendship with new kids, her realization that she has just fallen in
love again, and all the ups and downs that now happen.
The Holy Cleanse (3:00) dir Larry Rosen
Selena must pray to god asking for forgiveness for a terrible crime she is about
to commit... to cleanse the soul of a sinner.
Forever Alone (4:49) dir Juha Lilja (Sweeden)
Only when you try to assemble a double bed from Ikea, you will realize that
you want to be forever alone.

Only for the Good (9:25) dir Kevin Lee
The line between love and hate has become blurred as John deals with
the death of his wife.

2:55-4:53
Uncle Buzzy's House (9:06) dir Kristine Niven, Christina "Kit" Vinsick
Everyone comes to Uncle Buzzy’s house to belong. Once thick as thieves, his
nieces and nephew have fallen out of touch, while an illness leads him to make
a decision that will impact them all.
The Weekend (20:00) dir Dennis Cahlo
A lonely man takes in a beautiful drifter for a weekend after discovering her

5:15-7:32 Last Set
A Street Guided Meditation (6:00) dir Noam Oren
A homeless man seeking solace turns to his daily meditation and finds comfort
in the words of a mystical recording.
Great Expectations (12:23) dir Don Downie
Maribeth just needs some help to finish a big project but ends up with
much more than she expected! Sometimes more is less.
Frame of Reference (17:11) dir Ian J. Keeney
Alex and her best friend Lauren recount Alex's latest failed relationship. But
are they even talking about the same thing? Alex tends to wear a romanticized
1940s filter on her memories and Lauren, well, Lauren doesn't remember it
quite so nicely.

